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Florence W Clay dragon

Luisa A Y Dragon Adventure watercolour

People often ask me: how did you end up writing for children? Wouldn’t you prefer to write a book for 
adults?

I always say: no, and if I tried it would probably be rubbish. I’ve always been drawn to writing for nine 
to twelve year olds, and I don’t really know why. The best explanation I’ve ever been given was from 
another author: you write books for the age you were when books changed your life. 

That makes sense: I remember being ten years old, and realising for the first time what books could do. 
At Dolphin I was encouraged to read widely, so I quickly moved on to longer books like Terry Pratchett’s 
Discworld series and Gormenghast, which changed my understanding of what stories could be. It also 
helped that my parents were very liberal with what I read, though I really don’t think they should have 
let me read American Psycho when I was twelve.

Dolphin also gave me space to write stories. I have vivid memories of an English lesson where we were 
told to retell Macbeth from another perspective—I wrote it from the point of view of an evil bat hanging 
on the ceiling, who had an insatiable lust for world domination. I read it aloud in class, and it went down 
a storm. I remember exactly how it felt to see people laugh at my writing—and really laugh. I loved it.

But once I was thirteen and left for my senior school, I stopped reading and writing completely. Part 
of the reason was the school I went to, St Paul’s in London,  was highly academic, but this situation is 
far from uncommon. A 2011 National Literacy Trust survey found that 56% of boys, when given the 
choice, prefer to not read at all. I was one of them—I simply didn’t care about books anymore. I wanted 
to meet people, play computer games and watch films—even make films—but sitting alone and writing 
stories felt childish.

Then, when I was seventeen, my school offered students a one-off creative writing course. I felt strangely 
compelled to join: perhaps because, deep down, I knew how much I missed writing. The fact I quite 
fancied the teacher who took the class was also quite important. I took in a copy of something like 
Catch-22, and tried to look dashing.

Then a week later, unexpectedly, I was in an accident and found myself stuck in a strange hospital ward. 
So, with nothing else to do to keep me occupied, I got on with it and wrote a short story. It was dark 
and funny, about a man who ends up in hospital with an unexplained illness. A psychopathic patient 
convinces him to sneak into the mortuary and steal human teeth for him, so he can use them to decorate 
his model boat collection. (‘Shipmates. They make great shipmates.’)

My story was all over the place—it didn’t even have an ending—but I hadn’t felt so proud of anything in 
years. My creative-writing teacher told me she liked the description of the boat made of teeth. 

‘Thanks,’ I said meekly while my heart exploded with joy. 

I had rediscovered writing, and once again, I was totally hooked. That year, when my sister asked if I 
wanted to write a children’s book with her, I leapt at the chance. We spent four years working on our 
gothic mystery, The Arcadia Papers, and didn’t even stop when we realised our plot was identical to 
A Series of Unfortunate Events. When that was finished, I kept going.  I had just begun working in a 
primary school, and still had long school holidays to fill. Besides, I had a new idea in my head—about 
a boy who journeys into a mysterious forbidden land to discover the truth of what happened to his 
father…

That story, Alex, the Dog & the Unopenable Door, became my first published book in 2013. Since then, 
I haven’t stopped—by the end of next year, I’ll have published eight books in total. It terrifies me to 
think of what might have happened if I hadn’t joined that creative writing group—I may never have 
remembered what it was like to love writing. 

This year, when I’m working with the children of Dolphin as their Patron of Reading, it will be the 
strongest message that I give them: keep reading and keep writing. But even if you don’t… well, maybe 
books aren’t done with you. Perhaps they’ll come back and find you, when you least expect it. 

Ross Montgomery 
(Class of 2000)

MY JOURNEY TO
BECOMING AN AUTHOR

Ross’s latest book  Christmas Dinner of Souls  is due out in November.

He got the inspiration for it at Dolphin when he was ten!
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Early years at Dolphin
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DAENA
AND DOLPHIN

Daena on the beach in South Africa

The seeds of Dolphin originated more than a half century ago in California; if Daena had never existed there 
would have been no Dolphin School.  Long before dawn, on a Saturday morning in March, a determined 
Daena, already endowed with a mind of her own, arrived very much earlier than expected, feet first, and 
hit the ground running. Daena continued to do things much earlier than most other babies, although we 
did not realise it at the time, and when, amazingly, a new Montessori school opened a short walk through 
an orange grove from her house she could not wait to start.  And so, on her second birthday, she began to 
walk to school.  Although five months later Daena was to leave America for a ‘short’ few years in England, 
these months and the charismatic young head of the school, convinced her parents that a Montessori 
education was essential for their daughter and for as many children as possible.  And indeed, two years later, 
as Dolphin prepared to fling open its gates, this California lady stayed several months at Hinton House, 
offering much needed practical help.

The shock of coping with everyday life in a very ‘nineteenth century’ England was intensified by discovering 
that Montessori had gone out of fashion.  Eventually a friend at Merchant Taylor’s (where her father was 
to teach) located a school in Radlett, forty minutes’ drive away, with good train service to London.  Its 
headmistress and founder was a lovely, very old lady who had studied with Maria Montessori herself.  
Daena was immediately captivated by her long beads and warm welcome and loved the school.  

So Daena resumed her Montessori education, thriving despite the English climate, loss of her security 
blanket, and sleeping for several months between two mouldy leather armchairs unearthed in a shed until 
the furniture arrived.  She was a sunny, optimistic, resilient, determined and adventurous little girl with 
long golden, usually messy curls.  She always knew her own mind and Stephen Higginson remembers her 
speaking in perfect grammatical, rather formal sentences at that time.

Stephen and his wife Penny became a vital rung in  the founding of Dolphin.  They were saviours in the 
early, grim days of culture shock and dealing with the difficulties of English everyday living at that time.  
It was decided almost immediately that they would speak only French to Daena.   Although this proved 
very difficult for them at times, they persevered and Daena grew up more or less bilingual.  When a year 
later Penny and Elton thought of the idea of Dolphin it was based on the fundamental premise that Penny 
would speak only French to the children for all activities.  This was a very novel idea at the time although 
now there are many international schools in the world and even state primary schools in England where 
at least half the day is taught in Spanish or French.  This concept pervaded Dolphin for many years. Daena 
and Jasper Holmes both went on, while still at Dolphin, to win the national French speaking competition as 
well as the German one and as late as 1985 audiences at a performance of Le Petit Prince commentated on 
the ‘perfect French accents’ of the main characters. 
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In those Dolphin years seven year olds not only visited France on school trips but were encouraged and aided 
to have French exchanges.  Daena and Jasper, both incredibly self-sufficient and competent, started on theirs 
at the age of four.  So flying back and forth to Paris was a doddle although her parents are now horrified that, 
still under twelve, she travelled alone by train from Val d’Isere to London for the start of term at St Paul’s Girls’ 
School.   This involved two changes, one in Paris!  (At that time most of the Dolphin staff were keen skiiers so 
the spring term started much later that at other schools.)  For skiing and sailing (initially in Brittany), as well 
as conversing with Penny and Stephen, Daena’s first language was French.  (Daena’s maternal grandmother 
had also believed in instilling independence in her children and what Daena’s mother did at even younger 
ages would be horrifying to parents of today.)  Daena and Sylvain also believed in making their own children 
independent and, for instance, bought a house which would not have been their first choice of a home so that 
Lawrence and Alice could both attend Dolphin and also walk to school. 

In a similar vein to teaching French as a native language, when her mother at last completed her classsics PhD, 
at the insistence of a pioneer educator introduced by her supervisor, she began teaching Latin, even to the 
youngest children, using the oral method. And consequently when Daena later arrived at St Paul’s Girls’ at the 
age of ten she skipped Latin the first year and in the second the Highmistress Heather Brigstocke (a classicist) 
hired her own old Latin teacher to take Daena through O level Latin in a year.

After Daena had spent an idyllic two months in the Radlett school, from nine to four every day while her 
mother went to London to research her dissertation, the headmistress suddenly died and the school closed 
instantly.  Daena, along with her mother, now commuted to London daily so that Daena could attend a 
Montessori group in a Baker Street flat three hours a day! 

At this point Daena’s parents imported a vast amount of beautiful, beautiful Montessori apparatus from Italy.  
The customs duty in pre common market days was horrendous.  Later things were purchased in Holland but 
they were not nearly so nice.  The idea (not realised) was to work with Daena at home. These things, along with 
equipment the American Montessori lady showed them how to make, made up the equipment  for Dolphin 
two years later.

The following year a place at The Gateway, an excellent Montessori school in Great Missenden, became 
available.   It was there that Daena learned to read, spending the long afternoons reading.  It was there that she 
turned into a book worm.  And books, all kinds of books, have been her joy and consolation throughout life.  
On her French exchanges, a few years later, she was allowed to bring only one English book by her enthusiastic 
French hostess so her soft hearted mother sent her with The Lord of the Rings, a single volume which warded off 
home sickness and probably gave rise to a life long love of fantasy, inherited by both her children.  

At Dolphin in Daena’s last few years Joan Wade came to teach English and taught Daena (aged nine) and 
classmates with books such as Silas Marner and Shakespeare.  After Daena sat her St Paul’s entrance test at an 
incredibly early age she announced that the passage they had to comment on in the English exam was from 
Silas Marner and she was not sure if she should say she had read it or not.  The Wades later bought The Gateway 
(where Daena had learned to read) and brought to it many of the wonderful attributes of Dolphin, particularly 
the field trips, as did many other teachers including Richard Dell,  Sue Bradley and Diana Christie who went 
on to be Heads elsewhere. 

Daena imparted her love of books to her children and Kirsty called her a ‘true friend of the Dolphin library’ 
which Daena avidly supported.  At the present time Alice can still be spotted walking home from The Piggott 
reading a book.  There is no television in their house nor later were smart phones or indeed were any mobiles 
allowed.  Ross Montgomery (page 163) describes how when he went to St Paul’s (boys) he stopped reading for 
a few years and this has been true of so many children.  But Daena didn’t.  The train ride home was the perfect 
time for a good book.

Daena had come to Hinton House when she was four and a half.  It was an idyllic place with geese and a 
pond and, after a few months, the school.  It opened as a nursery in December 1970, with no idea that it 
would ever extend its ages beyond five or even that Daena would ever attend it.  It came into being because 
its founders had realised that there was a pressing need for good nursery education in England.  However, 
in March 1971 Ophelia advertised for older children.  Those who were accepted were seven year olds with 
high reading ages.  That was the start of the Upper School.  The following September when she was five and 
a half Daena came to Dolphin and the long, painful drive (often two hours each way—up to eight hours for 
the driver) from Hurst to Great Missenden every day, up the hill past Marlow, one lane, with a learner bus 
in front, finally came to an end. 

Daena was at Dolphin for five years and in her class were Beccy Rand and Simon Stone.  These became 
lifelong best friends.  She and her family went to Brasil for Simon’s wedding where she was his  ‘best man’ and 
she is godmother to Beccy’s first daughter and Beccy to Lawrence.  Simon gave the address at Daena’s funeral 
in which he remembered his first day at Dolphin where he met Daena, barefoot, in the Hinton kitchen 
cooking pancakes for her breakfast and she offered him one.  Daena was allowed to sleep late because her 
parents didn’t believe in waking up children.  Nor did she often wear shoes or a winter coat while one of 
the original Dolphin mothers wrote of those first years, ‘I so remember that busy, blonde, energetic ball of 
fun.’  Also a close friend and supporter throughout her life and especially in her final years, was Geraldine 
Robertson, mother of ‘First Students’ Toby and Tanya.

Daena went to St Paul’s very young, leaving in 1976, when her class celebrated the first Dolphin Night, then 
called Dolphin Day.  The first proper play (with scenery, lights and music and real costumes as opposed to 
a Latin play a few years earlier in the Reception courtyard) was performed for the occasion, on the stage 
in the Nursery, all in French and written by Penny.  David Cooper composed the music (see Daena’s article 
in last year’s Oracle pages 39-44) and Daena and Nick Denton shared the role of the narrator.  Beccy was 
The Rose and Simon Le Businessman.  Her love of acting in both French and English continued at St Paul’s 
where among other dramatic forays she took the role of the Count in Beaumarchais’ Le Mariage de Figaro 
and later in her university year abroad when she taught in a Paris lycee and acted in both their French and 
English productions. 

While she was at St Paul’s Daena continued to join Dolphin school trips whenever possible, including The 
Bavaria Trip, Netherlands Trip and the first Italy trip. Dolphin has sent many children to the two St Paul’s 
over the years and in the seventies it was the only school which seemed to embody many of the Dolphin 
ideas about education.  (The long commute was a problem but the boarding schools of the era were austere 
and regimented; there was no time or place in the evenings for the girls to go off and read a book!)  And St 
Paul’s had even scrapped uniforms!  Everyone wore jeans!
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She planned move to Paris in November where she 
had accepted a post as the French representative 
for a UK publisher. On a quick visit in October 
to Paris and Normandy where she dropped off 
her possessions Beccy arranged a second, brief 
‘accidental’ meeting between them.  Daena returned 
to Hinton House to make final arrangements and 
was greeted by a group of her Russian friends sitting 
round the kitchen table being entertained by her 
brother Saul.  They convinced her that ‘now’, just a 
couple of years after the Fall of the Berlin Wall,  was 
the time to live and work in Moscow, a not-to-be-
missed opportunity for a Russian speaking Brit.  
Daena agreed and cancelled her plans to move to 
Paris.  Beccy was horrified and convinced her to 
return to Paris ‘to collect her belongings’ and made 
sure that Sylvain came to dinner!  Had she not been 
successful Daena would have gone to Russia and 
her life would have followed a very different course.

After several years working in France, Daena 
and Sylvain decided they wanted to see the world 
and that they would go to the country where the 
first of them was offered a good job.  Daena was 
offered one in South Africa in publishing. Soon 
after, Sylvain found one as an engineer, and they 
convinced their employers that they must live 
in Cape Town.  They lived through several very 
interesting and turbulent  years in the country 
before deciding they should leave.  (It was here 
that Daena first had a tiny spot in her cheek, 
identified as a very rare cancer and removed but 
not radiated.)  They were married in January 
1999, on Twelfth Night (Fête des Rois), in Cape 
Town and in March moved to Detroit where 
Sylvain, an engineer, was offered a job in the 
automotive industry and Daena soon found 
work.  At the same time they both studied for 
their MBA’s and  Lawrence was born at the end 
of November three days before one of Daena’s 
exams.

However there was a problem at A level.  Daena wanted to be an archaeologist.  She had French, German 
(through the Goethe-Institut), Latin and Italian O levels.  But throughout her life Daena firmly believed that 
languages were a skill, not a career choice. At that time history A level, a subject she loved, was a requirement 
for archaeology, and she wanted to do it along with English Literature and Physics and possibly one language. 
But the timetable would not allow both physics and history so she did physics with English Literature, French 
and German and for the rest of her life she often remarked how bitter she was that she could not follow the 
path that still many years later would be her chosen career. Hence her ability in languages was both a gift 
and a curse.  It led to her reading languages (French, Russian and a year of German) at university instead of 
archaeology and ultimately shaped the whole course of the rest of her life. She never felt she had a proper 
‘profession’. 

At university Daena was the Reader for graduation ceremonies and set up a children’s book section in the 
local bookshop where she worked weekends. Still ‘running’, she captained the Ladies’ rugby team in the 
infancy of ladies rugby.  She and her father took a combined universities’ rugby team in the old Dolphin 27 
seater bus to tour France playing matches.  In the summer vacations she ran an English language school at 
Dolphin, leading to wonderful contacts for Dolphin students’ foreign exchange opportunities.  And part way 
through she took three years off and gained an International House TEFL diploma and lived in Spain where 
she taught English, again a valuable source of contacts for Dolphin.

However there was a magnificent outcome for the ‘enforced’ language study; it was because of the languages 
and because of her friendship with Beccy that she met Sylvain, the love of her life! This happened in the 
summer, after her graduation, at Beccy’s wedding.

Daena with her siblings 
Saul, Thea and Morgane in 1985

The day Daena met Sylvain
at Beccy’s wedding

Daena and Sylvain’s Wedding Day
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The little family moved back to France the following summer where they both worked and Lawrence grew up 
as Laurent in day care and later primary school.   Three years later Alice Constance was born, in Caen.   For 
several years the revival of the seventies school trips to Normandy was masterminded from reconnaissance 
missions based in their house in the Suisse Normande.   Their kayaking club even arranged kayaking for 
the Dolphins on a school field trip.  From this time onward Daena became a very valued ghost editor for 
The Delphic Oracle articles (and later a generous supporter of the Delphic Bursary Fund).  Her forte was the 
English language.  She was a very beautiful writer, and also a very exact and correct one not only in style but 
in accuracy and succinctness .  With her sharp intellect and questioning mind she cut through the smoke and 
never suffered fools lightly, especially in her own family.  Her mother often turned to her, not only to edit her 
writing but for her wise advice concerning school matters. 

Suddenly Daena announced that the family was moving to England so that the children could attend Dolphin 
and Sylvain became a teacher for a year before moving back to work as an engineer.  Lawrence joined Year 
Two and Alice the Nursery and Daena found a job she enjoyed and they all adjusted to living in a much 
smaller house than their lovely house in France.  They thought it would only be for a few years, although 
Daena was determined it would be as long as possible.  Today Lawrence is in his final year at Reading School 
and Alice is in Year Ten at The Piggott.  

Daena made a huge contribution to the school in those years, supporting it in many ways.  She wanted 
Dolphin to be perfect so could be very critical in a supportive way. She was a perfectionist  who demanded 
clarity and abhorred muddleness.  A lifetime member of the Sierra Club she passionately supported a green, 
sustainable agenda in her own life as much as possible and could not believe that any intelligent person could 
still deny climate change.  

Daena enjoyed her work with an international French company in Slough, where she added Portuguese to 
her languages and was able to travel to several interesting Asian countries.  She also taught herself Mandarin 
and Chinese friends were amazed at how fluent she was.  The family had once dreamed of living and working 
in China and when Daena learned she might have only a few months to live she planned at last to visit China 
with Sylvain, but finally decided she could not miss any of her remaining time with her children and settled 
for a week in Singapore with friends.

The first year of the next twenty six months, knowing she could die suddenly with no warning, she threw 
herself into the children’s and their schools’ lives, attending every function and lecture at both Reading 
School and Dolphin and the Edinburgh Festival.  She was also thrilled and buoyed with the birth of a niece 
and a nephew, first borns of her sister and brother. In the second year things became more difficult although 
she was busy arranging for her family’s existence without her.  She was a friend of David Cooper, who many 
years before had taught her violin, and shared with him a thirst for widely ranging knowledge.  Although she 
had never written anything for The Oracle she not only wrote a powerful piece about David’s Dolphin Career 
for it, painstakingly researching a forty year career, but organised a book to be printed for him with tributes 
from Old Delphinians and the gift of a lifetime membership to the National Trust.   And sheer will power 
enabled her to present it in person at his last concert as well as attending Alice’s Dolphin night and sports day.  
This project, which started only with her offering to proofread, had kept her going for months.  Interestingly, 
while conducting her research she read a piece by an eight or nine year old Ross Montgomery about being a 
rat in David’s Pied Piper and remarked, ‘That kid could really write, even then.’

Fortunately Daena never, even at the very end, lost any of her mental powers and was still marshalling her 
family to the last.  She kept herself going in the daytime by enthusiastically creating alternative and very 
detailed worlds in her imagination, worlds based on lovely places where she had lived in the past. In the 
evenings she continued to enjoy every precious hour she could spend with Sylvain and her children.Daena with Sylvain, Alice Constance and Lawrence in Hinton kitchen on  a visit in 2003
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8

I was very nervous when starting Dolphin 
School. I had no idea how fantastic the next 
two years of my life would be. Even to this day 
I look back and fill with joy because I was able 
to be a part of such a supporting and unique 
family. The teachers helped me to develop my 
talents in sports and pursue titles in athletics, 
rugby and football. Dolphin also introduced me 
into new activities such as acting where I was 
fortunate enough to play big roles in the school’s 
productions. I travelled many times with the 
school, and experienced a lot of things that the 
majority of children at that age are unable to 
experience. Dolphin School had a large impact on 
my life and helped shape the person I am today. 
Thank you for the opportunity and the support. 

 
Foluke

Class of 2008 
At Dolphin Years Seven and Eight

The Delphic Bursary Fund
Helping children to join Dolphin School

www.delphicbursaryfund.org.uk

Dolphin is an incredible school. It instilled in 
me a love of learning that will stay with me for the 
rest of my life. Quite over and above to teaching 
the ‘syllabus’ and ensuring that we went onto top 
schools, it encouraged creativity, curiosity, and 
out-of-the-box thinking, and sparked passion for 
extra-curricular activities such as sports, music,  
and drama.  

Alex 
Class of 1993  

At Dolphin for Years Three through Eight

For forty eight years Dolphin has thrived as a family 
of students from very diverse backgrounds, a 
characteristic which is intrinsic to our philosophy 
of education and one which has enriched all 
of us.  It has been inspirational to watch the 
members of this family continue their journeys as 
they venture forth over the years into the wider 
world and find fulfilment. And it has been a delight 
to welcome so many of our Old Delphinians 
back to Dolphin, many of whom also chose to 
send their children on the Dolphin journey.

At the heart of the School’s ethos is this diversity of 
background, culture and economic means. We do 
not seek to fill our classrooms with the children of 
the wealthy and privileged for to do so is counter 
to our basic ideals. Many of our families endure 
significant financial sacrifice to send their children to 
Dolphin because of the unique education it offers.

Today the financial challenges both to our existing 
families and to our future families are growing 
ever steeper, as are the costs of providing 
an outstanding education. Over the years the 
school has been able to provide some financial 
help to those families who would not be able, 
ordinarily, to consider sending their child to The 
Dolphin School, or who found themselves in 
unexpected financial difficulty. This assistance 
has brought us, over the years, a wonderful 
intake of engaged and sometimes very high-
achieving children. 

Our charity, The Delphic Bursary Fund, is the 
next ambitious step in providing a self-sufficient 
means of funding places for children of families 
who would not usually think of independent 
education. We feel passionately that every child, 
irrespective of financial means, should have 
the opportunity to enjoy a Dolphin education. 
Please join us to help these journeys to begin.

Ophelia Follett
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July 2017 Old Delphinian Reunion 
Special Classes 1992, 1997, 2002 and 2007
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1984
Jasper Holmes has become a teacher 
and is working at Manor Green School 
in Maidenhead, teaching children in 
Years Six through Eight. Manor Green 
School is a day special school with 200 
students, aged two to nineteen, with a 
wide range of special educational needs.  
Jasper trained as a secondary English 
teacher but is now teaching all subjects.  
He writes, ‘It's a challenging job, but 
incredibly rewarding—the best job I've 
ever had! The kids are great and can be 
really engaged and my colleagues are 
fully committed and very supportive. 
Last term we made a wattle and daub 
wall, bricks and messenger bags.’

1987
Emily Morse who has worked for 
Rolls Royce for many years and been 
stationed in Boston for some time has 
at last returned home and works at the 
main plant in Derby.  She is delighted to 
be back in the UK.  She recently received 
a major award for outstanding service 
to the company. 

1990
Barty Lee has left the performing arts 
department in Ascot where he has worked 
for the last ten years and has a new job 
running a theatre in Cheltenham for Dean 
Close school.  He still sees Paul Templeton, 
Emily Blanden and Alexis Lane quite a lot.  
He is the proud father of a new baby girl!

Paul Templeton  now has a property 
development company, Baobab, delivering 
beautiful architecture across Sussex and 
London, which won its first RIBA award 
this year for a scheme in Brighton!  This 
spring he and his wife and two daughters 
were delighted with the arrival of a new 
baby boy.

1992
Daniel Greenaway is busy completing 
his PhD dissertation in algorithmic 
trading and artificial intelligence. 

Following her MSC in Forensic 
Psychology Serenna Ferguson has just 
moved to Brighton to continue studying 
British Sign Language with the hopes 
of working with deaf offenders in the 
future.

1993
Alex Edmans, who is now professor 
of Finance at London Business School, 
having moved back to the UK, testified 
in Parliament in November  as an 
expert witness to the Business, Energy 
and Industrial Strategy Committee.  
(www.parl iament l ive . tv/Event/
Index/cc56a51e-f314-4371-b4dc-
a5681b50b2e4)
Alex has just set up a blog in Chinese 
which aims to share the insights of top-
quality academic research to Chinese 
speakers, to guide the way policymakers, 
companies, investors, and individuals 
make financial decisions.
(Alex is an advisor for the Delphic Bursary 
Fund.)

2000
Will Bermingham has been working as a 
doctor in South London for the past four 
years and has now secured a Registrar 
training number in Immunology at 
Heartlands Hospital, Birmingham to 
continue his career.

Ross Montgomery is publishing 
his latest novel, Christmas Dinner 
of Souls, in time for Christmas. 
Here is a link: www.youtube.com/
watch?v=i5sCDq2eD0I&feature=youtu.be
It’s a collection of gruesome and festive 
horror stories.

2001
Olivia Eyles  is teaching English in Cadiz 
and is the English examiner for all of 
Andalucia.  

We are delighted that Jo Young is joining 
Dolphin in January as Head of English.  
This is the first Old Delphinian to hold 
a senior role at the school. Jo, who has 
a First in English from Cambridge and 
is a keen supporter of Dolphin will 
be a wonderful addition to our staff.  
We look forward to her two children 
becoming dolphins.

olddelphiniannews
Est. 1970

Emily Morse
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2004
Kim McIntosh is Policy Officer for the Runnymeade 
Trust. Here is the link to an article she recently 
wrote for The Guardian. https://www.theguardian.
com/commentisfree/2017/oct/10/race-inequality-
disparity-audit-bme-women-britain
(Kim is also a spokesman for the Delphic Bursary 
Fund.)

2006
Naomi Alderson, following her graduation this summer with a First, is now doing an MPhil 
in Philosophy at UCL and supply teaching in schools around London.

Jasmeet Sahotay, following a BA from Leeds in Philosophy and Politics, recently 
completed his MA at Nottingham in International Law, Security and Terrorism where he 
specialised in Terrorism Studies, Humanitarian Law and International Legislation on the 
Use of Force.  His final dissertation focused on the UK’s Present Strategy and how it may 
counterproductively fuel the conditions necessary for radicalisation.  Since September 
2016 he has lived in Romania working for the Department for Peace Operations at  PATRIR, 
on the Horizon 2020-funded ‘Project TAKEDOWN’., which attempts to find practical and 
effective solutions to Organised Crime and Terrorism across Europe.  The facebook page 
Peacemaker 360 provides inspiring peace activism stories from around the world.  

Rachel Spiro has completed her clinical studies in Medicine with a Distinction and is 
moving to the North of England to work as a doctor.  

2007
Sophie Eager who has now 
completed her BA and MSt at New 
College, Oxford, is continuing on 
to a PhD at King’s, London. She 
is working on the relationship 
between literature and life 
through the late work of Roland 
Barthes and so has ‘managed to 
put off getting a ‘proper’ job for 
another few years’.  

Catherine Foot graduated from 
Cambridge (Girton) last year 
where she rowed in the Woman’s 
Blue Boat in 2014 and in Blondie 
in 2015. She also captained 
Girton’s women’s rowing team.  
After graduation she worked as 
a volunteer with Care for Calais 
and was there when the Jungle 
was taken down.  Since then 
she has worked at Journeyman 
Pictures, and independent 
documentary distributor based 
in Surrey. She was very sad to 
miss her class’s reunion.

2008
Charlie Corcoran is doing a law conversion 
course (GDL) at City Law School in London, 
following his degree in Politics and 
International relations and intends to become 
a solicitor. 

Emily Dick-Cleland has been working at the 
Abbey School as a marketing officer since 
her graduation last year in history from 
Cambridge and has now started the Civil 
Service fast stream (Graduate Programme). 
She plans to join the Civil Service on the 
General List Fast Stream where she will rotate 
through government departments for the 
next three years. 

Zoe Head who graduated this summer is doing 
an MA at Birmingham City in Broadcasting 
and Journalism.

2009
Celia Marino has just completed three years on 
a masters degree in Biochemistry at Warwick.  
She will spend the coming year working at 
Neuro-Bio, a neuroscience company based 
in Culham, and carrying out research into 
Alzheimer's Disease, completing her degree 
next summer.

2012
Joshua Rothwell will be reading Architecture 
in September at UCL, Clare Pearson  Medicine 
at Cambridge,  Sasha Eastabrook Classical 
Studies at Bristol, Joe Wilson Musical Theatre 
at PPPA and Aiyana Tandon Psychology at 
Edinburgh, a city she fell in love with on her 
several visits there as part of the Dolphin 
performances at the festival.  Joseph Harrison 
and Henry Leakey are at Portsmouth, 
respectively reading Economics and French 
and Spanish.  Max Head is beginning at 
Swansea to read for a BA in History.

2003
After completing her Bachelors’ 
degree in French and Latin at 
UCL, Afiya Titus went on to study 
for the ACA with Deloitte in their 
London office. In 2016 she became 
a chartered accountant with the 
firm speciaising in Energy and 
Resources. Being one of the few 
French speakers in her department 
has meant that Afiya has worked 
on some really interesting oil, 
gas and renewable clients across 
France, DRC and Republic of the 
Congo. In 2017 Afiya embarked 
on a twelve month sabbatical to 
pursue a start-up brand that focuses 
on healthy and modern Caribbean 
food. The brand, Lime Hut, is her 
own creation and it started off as 
an idea just one year ago. Afiya can 
now be found serving up healthy 
Caribbean-inspired lunches to 
Central London on Berwick Street, 
Soho every Tuesday through Friday 
as well as hosting fun supper clubs 
and brunches across the capital.

Afiya in Lime Hut
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DOLPHINS SWIMMING STRONGLY IN
THE CELLULOID

Jesse Johnson (1985) has written and directed several 
films in the past year in various locations around the 
world.  He has  directed twelve major films  for big 
companies;  of these the most recent are Accident Man 
(Link Entertainment) shot in London in November and 
Triple Threat for Starlight Films.

Simon Emmanuel (1988) was Executive Producer on 
Rogue One, a Star Wars story!  Simon began his career 
in films as a runner and by sheer talent and hard effort 
has worked his way up to this film pinnacle. 

Hugh Welchman (1988) who won an Oscar for his Peter 
and the Wolf five years ago, has directed and produced 
a true breakthough for his company Breakthough 
Films. Loving Vincent premiered at the National 
Gallery as part of the London Film Festival, shown live 
across the UK. It was introduced by a short film of Hugh 
wandering through The National Gallery explaining  the 
particular paintings which both influenced Van Gogh 
and were also the inspiration for the film.  Members of 
the production crew and actors, including one of the 
125 artists who each painted 90 canvases for every 
one minute of film, spoke of the making of the film and 
answered audience questions afterwards.  (Stop Press:  
the film has already won Best Animation Feature Film 
at the European Film Awards as well as several top film 
awards in various festivals and is nominated for an 
Oscar.)

Steven Graves (1994) Steven's short film Fred’s Shed 
was completed in 2016, and has been doing the rounds 
of the film festival circuit in 2017. It's about an inventor 
who's trying to make a mysterious machine; it’s played 
in festivals across the UK and in Europe, hopefully with 
more to come.

Georgina Armstrong (1999) was the Stunt Double for 
Wonder Woman.  It took two years to shoot, all over the 
world, and Georgie did all the dangerous bits.  She has 
recently moved back to the UK from California with 
her horses.  Georgie previously trained horses for films 
on her ranch there and also trained actors who needed 
to ride horses in films. 

All the Dutch papers

Artists at work

Best Animation Film at European 
Awards

Hugh Welchman

Best Animation Film at
Shanghai International Film Festival
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James Lockhart married Alice Plowman 22 October 
2016 at Mill House. The have just moved into their 
second house in Spencer’s Wood and James still works in 
Reading. 

Michael Cuzner  and Amy Gibson were married on  17 
November  2016 at The Mill Forge in  Gretna Green.  The 
reception also took place there.  Michael is in the Royal 
Military Police and is posted in London. 

Gary Shacklady and Rachel Urquart were married 
on 12 August, 2017 at Shiplake College.  They plan to 
honeymoon in Thailand in December.  Gary is still 
teaching in Henley and Rachel is a scientist for the 
Environmental Agency. Old D Caroline Withers was 
present at the wedding and writes, ‘ I was indeed lucky 
enough to share in Gary’s beautiful wedding, a lovely mix 
of formality and quirkiness. It felt amazingly Dolphin 
after so many years.’  

Weddings

Richard Langley married Holly Bartlett on 24 June 2017 
at St John’s Church, Hillingdon, with the reception at 
Stoke Place, Stoke Poges. His best man was his brother 
Tom (an Old Delphinian,) while  Penny Parkinson 
also attended. They honeymooned on Mexico’s western 
coast, which was a spectacular, relaxing and thoroughly 
memorable experience. They currently live in Shinfield, 
where they have lived since 2014. Richard is working 
for Great Western Railway (GWR) as Strategic Train 
Planning Manager and notes,  ‘Who’d have thought I’d be 
working with railways, eh? Dream come true!’  Holly is a 
nanny, who has recently become a PA as well.

Amy and Michael

                 Holly and Richard

Rachel and Gary

Alic
a and James

Amy and Michael

Richard and Holly with family

                                 A
lice and Ja

m
es
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Lynne Templeton and Paul Spenceley plan to marry next May.

Chris Bennetts  and Tessa Harding are engaged.

Alicia MeDermott  and Joe Davenport are planning their wedding.

Caroline works as head of innovation at a market 
research company in Wallingford following a PhD 
in sensory science at the University of Reading. 
Caroline writes, ‘Mrs Lawson inspired me to be a 
food scientist and now I live and breathe food and 
drink development with major FMCG clients such 
as Coca Cola, Pepsi and Kellogg’s. An amazing 
teacher and an inspiration.’

Jamie Romain  married Beth on 27 August beside a 
stream in the Brecon Beacons.  They honeymooned 
in New Zealand. His Old D brothers Tim and 
Benedict were best men and his third brother Matt 
also attended.

Engagements

Caroline Withers married Simon Fletcher in Krabi, 
Thailand on 21 February, 2017.  They met at their 
local rowing club Present at the wedding were a 
small collection of family and friends. Of Old D’s 
they enjoyed the company of Caroline’s sister Helen 
and Steven and David Kaye  As part of the wedding 
they all spent a month travelling around Thailand so 
it became a wedding and honeymoon in one. In the 
UK the bride and groom had a separate party where 
Gary Shacklady, Emilia Macdonald (Hands) and 
the full Kaye family all joined them.

Caroline and Simon  with David and Steven Kaye

                                

Jamie and his brothers 
Caroline and Sim

onCaroline and Simon

Beth and Jamie

Beth and Jamie

Caroline with Old D’s
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Births
Before September 1  2017

Elizabeth Davidson and 
her husband Graeme 
Kirkpatrick  were delighted 
to welcome a son,  James 
Alexander Kirkpatrick,  on 
25 April, 2016.

To Nick White and his wife Brenda, a daughter, Sasha 
Niamh, on first September, 2016, in New York.  

To Laurie Fischer and his wife Bethan Onions, a son,  Milo, 
on 13 September 2016.

Emily Blanden and James Ferryman welcomed Eliza 
Mabel Blanden Ferryman to the world on 11 October 
2016.

Ben Chesterman and 
his wife Michelle were 
delighted to announce 
the arrival of Matthew 
Alexander Chesterman on 
22 October, 2016.

Sean Goorah and Julia Tustian are the proud parents of Jack 
Phoenix Tustian-Goorah, born on Halloween, 2016.

Blake Ritson and Hattie Moraham have had a lovely 
daughter, Amity Ritson.

Robyn Edwards Kennedy-
George and her husband 
Edward were delighted with 
the birth of Saul, a brother for 
Hannah, on 18 December 
2016.  They all four enjoyed 
the July reunion which Robyn 
helped organize. 

Katie Bennetts and her husband 
Owen Williams were thrilled with 
the arrival of Max on Christmas day, 
2016.
Katie and Max attended the 
reunion in July.

Ian and Rachel Davidson and 
their daughter Abigail are 
pleased to announce the arrival 
of a new member of the family, 
Charlotte Annabelle Davidson 
on 31 March, 2017.

Paul Templeton and his wife Maria Giron 
Gutierrez de Quevedo and daughters 
Claudia and Ana were very pleased to add 
a son to their family, Eduardo, on 28 April 
2017.

Bart Lee and Ann 
Ogden welcomed 
Eliza Ann Ogden 
Lee, sister for Rafe, 
two days later on 
30 April.

On the same day, 28 April 2017, Stephane 
Reynolds and his wife Anabelle and son Xavier 

and daughter Natalie were 
delighted with the arrival of 

a new son, Gilles.  He was 
born in Brussels where 
both his parents still live 
and work.
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GRADUATIONS AND OTHER HONOURS
Naomi Alderson         FIRST BA (hons) English and Philosophy
                                       Cardiff (2017)
 
Emily Bonsor              BSc 2.1 Viticulture and Oenology  Brighton (2017)

Beatrice Clegg             BA 2.1 Classics Exeter (2016)

Charlie Corcoran        BA Politics and International Relations
                                        Nottingham (2017) 

Josie Dean-Lewis        Biochemistry and Microbiology Sheffield (2017)

Emily Dick-Cleland    2.1 History Cambridge (New College) (2016)

Sophie Eager               FIRST BA French and Philosophy
                                       Oxford (New College) (2016)

Catherine Foot            2.1 English Literature Cambridge (Girton) (2016)

Zoe Head                      2.1 English and Drama Birmingham (2017) 

Sarah Lord                   BA 2.1 English Literature and Creative Writing
                                       Manchester (2017)

Anna McMurtrie        2.1 BA French and Spanish Bristol (2017)

Jack Meadows              BSc 2.1 Pharmacology Nottingham Trent (2017)

      FURTHER DEGREES

Beatrice Clegg             MA Classics Exeter (2017)

Sophie Eager               MSt Distinction French Oxford (New College) (2017)

Serenna Fergusson     MSc Newcastle Forensic Psychology (2017)

Rachel Spiro                Distinction  Medicine UCL (2017)
                       (Rachel’s first degree was a FIRST in medicine Cambridge)
Caroline
Withers Fletcher         PhD Reading Sensory Science 
 

Anna McMurtrie
Caroline and Helen Withers at
Caroline’s PhD Graduation Jack Meadows

Emily Dick-Cleland (centre)
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